Chelsea

CHELSEA COLLECTION
Another magnificent expression of Imperial versatility, the
Chelsea Collection brings together a variety of ceramic ware
and classic basin stands.

ceramic COLLECTION		
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basin stands			
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Chelsea
CHELSEA

The strong heart of the Chelsea Collection is the
deeply sculpted basin form of its ceramic ware,
echoed perfectly across all the pieces in the range.

As featured:
Chelsea large basin and pedestal
Chelsea close coupled toilet
Oxford accessories
Elizabethan flooring
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a.	Large basin - 700mm
(1 or 3 tap holes)
h845 w700 d565mm
White
Black
Pedestal
White
Black

b. Medium basin - 850mm
(1 or 3 tap holes)
h850 w620 d495mm
White
Black
Pedestal
White
Black

c. Small basin – 510mm
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)
h828 w510 d430mm 		
White
Black
Small pedestal
White		
Black
Chelsea console basin
(shown on revious page)
h905 w1060 d625mm
White
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d. Bidet
(1 tap hole)
h400 w370 d585mm
White
e.	Back to wall pan
h400 w370 d510mm
(supplied without cistern
fittings)
White
Concealed cistern with
extended lever or push
button
Chrome or Antique Gold

f.	Close coupled pan & cistern
h795 w707 d495mm
Available with either a lever or
push button
White/Chrome fittings
White/Antique Gold fittings
Black/Chrome fittings
Black/Antique Gold fittings
Chelsea solid wood toilet
seat with soft-close hinge
(not shown)
(Chrome or Antique Gold)
	
Wenge, White, Natural Oak,
Mahogany

As featured:
Chelsea large basin and pedestal
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Chelsea
CHELSEA BASIN STANDS

Our basin stand in Chrome or Antique Gold with matching decorative
underbasin waste is a charming reminder of timeless Victorian
elegance. Or, alternatively, you might consider the graceful ceramic
simplicity of the Chelsea console basin.

As featured:
Radcliffe double wall light
Richmond accessories
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As featured:
Chelsea basin & pedestal
New England flooring
brassware

As featured:
Chelsea basin & pedestal
New England flooring
brassware
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